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Abstract 

Time is a valuable component during adolescent phase of life. Devoting time for good academic performance, 

connecting with family, friends and social media, physical activities and personal work include their daily 

routine. By meticulous planning and tracking these aspects, a student can exercise a conscious control of time 

spent on his day to day activities to increase the effectiveness, efficiency and productivity. 

Apart from this time management practice there is a concept in Transactional Analysis named as Time 

structuring. Eric Berne – who constituted Transactional Analysis defines the concept of Time structuring as 

follows: Whenever people get together in pairs or groups, they structure their time in six different ways or 

modes called Time structuring to satisfy their structure hunger. 

 The six modes of Time structuring are –  

Withdrawal – Staying in a group without communication. 

Rituals – Simple stereotyped communications such as hellos, good byes and greetings. 

Pastimes – Familiar topics that had happened in the past are discussed within a group or persons to pass the 

time. 

Activities – Communication between a group or persons focusing on a present scenario to achieve a goal or 

complete a task. 

Games – Sequence of communications between a group or persons replaying the childhood strategies that are 

not appropriate to present scenario. Games are repetitive and end with a bad and ill feeling. 

Intimacy – Authentic open communication between a group or persons. The social level and psychological level 

communications are congruent. Mutual respect between both parties is observed. 

 This paper is a case study of Raju (name changed for anonymity), a student, using Time structuring (Berne, 

1966) as a tool for self–analysis to enhance his communication skills (psychosocial) to build confidence and 

self-esteem. 
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Introduction: 

Being a student counselor, I meet students with academic, behavioral, and emotional issues, either through 

referrals or them visiting on their own will for consultation. Academic issues include absenteeism, failure in 

exams, late submission of assignments, etc. Behavioral issues range from conflicts, aggressiveness towards 

faculty, parents, peers and emotional issues include fear, lack of self – worth, grief etc.  

Raju was one among them. His faculty mentor who accompanied him for the first counselling session shared 

his observations about Raju as follows,” Madam! Raju is an average student with high goals to pursue his 

master’s degree abroad. He frequently absents himself for classes and his grades are dropping. When he attends 

classes, he argues with faculty for trivial reasons and quits. In hostel, Raju often quarrels with his peers and 

stays inside hostel during class hours. He needs counselling support to enhance his communication and social 

skills.” 

After the initial visit, Raju met me once a day. He was a high school drop- out who re-joined under graduation 

course after a break of a year. Raju shared his family details and early childhood experiences that were painful 

and sad. He was the only child and his mother who had a broken marriage was undergoing the pain of separation. 

To meet the financial crunches and to run the family she was searching for a job. During those days Raju had 

to stay with a neighbor who physically and verbally abused and left little Raju to starve. Raju’s uncle who was 

six years elder than Raju moved from his native to live with them. Raju had to compete with his uncle to get 

his mother’s love and attention. Later she remarried and settled down with a job. By this time Raju developed 

behavioral issues in school and home.  He was unable to trust people because of the bitter experiences that 

emotionally impacted his behavior. His aggressive behavior towards peers and teachers did not stop until he 

faced with the repercussion of loneliness. 

METHODS 

Student’s Self-Analysis:  

The student Raju described himself as a rebellious son, a quarrelsome friend, and an unruly student, during self- 

introduction in his growth journal. He was aware that, in the end of first year in college his erratic behavior 

(frequent absenteeism and low grades) in the department and hostel (picking up quarrels and not following the 

hostel rules) earned him a bad name. He was skeptical and unable to accept people he interacted with, since 

they were not available whenever he wanted to connect with them. 

Counselling Process 

Raju started attending counselling sessions individually. Since he was sharing his confidential details, he was 

encouraged to visit personally. 

During most counselling sessions, he followed a pattern of opening, sharing different incidents without 

coherence and ending with either a sad or angry note “why me?”. While concluding all the sessions, I thanked 

him for his commitment and trust to share his limitations as a practice of giving genuine positive strokes 

(Berne,1968). This made a significant impact in communication between us. He was feeling worthy and 

confident to open up and process his vulnerabilities. The sessions were lasting mostly an hour a day and he once 

visited twice a day. This lasted for a month. He stopped staying inside hostel and picking up fights post 

counselling sessions. His aggressive nature was subsiding, and it was time to initiate a valid contract (James 

and Jongeward,1971) to initiate a positive change. 
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But Raju was struggling hard to control his aggressive behavior during stressful moments. Whenever he felt 

that he might cross the limits he chose to visit the Counseling Centre. His continuous efforts to connect with 

peers while those friendships were lasting for few days only and his repetitive explanations of visiting counselor 

to ‘make her understand his point’ were his “Try hard” driver behaviors. His frequent visits to malls and 

restaurants along with friends buying expensive gifts and food to please them and get into their circle, his 

frequent cross ups with people were his “Please Others” driver behaviors. (Kahler,1978) 

“Don’t trust” and “Don’t be important” were the injunctions (Goulding& Goulding,1976) Checking his 

mother’s availability often and his self-doubt were indicators of his injunctions. After the altercations with 

friends and mother, he ended up with the statement that they forsake him which reinforced his injunction “Don’t 

belong”. His mother’s horrific marital life, separation and her struggles impacted little Raju. After facilitation 

to feel his feelings and process them there was a decision to move on. 

Raju’s daily routine was smooth. His food intake and sleep cycle were improving. His shallow breathing, 

nervousness and rigid body posture were getting relaxed.  

Despite Raju’s self- exploration and progress, his earlier absenteeism resulted in disqualifying him to write one 

exam. He was concerned and contemplated how his life has turned miserable with poor grades, broken 

relationships, friendships and lack of a strong parental support and guidance. He expressed sadly that, though 

he spent lot of time with friends and spoke with his mother daily, they were ignoring him which irked him. He 

added that the counselor was the only person with whom he was continuing to relate to, for so long (two months 

since the sessions begun) without crossing up. 

After this input from him, I chose to intervene with a behavioral contract which included time. (My earlier 

attempts to facilitate and invite him to feel was effective in addressing his feeling but not helping to make a 

change in his behavior. Both of us were into “Try hard” and “Please others” drivers and getting nowhere). I 

enquired about the time duration he was spending with his friends and mother in a day and his expectation. 

After writing down the details in his journal he became aware of his high expectation that peers and mother 

should reciprocate all the calls and invitations immediately was the reason for unpleasant conflicts. 

During a session he was angry and disgusted while speaking about his stepfather whom he could not bond with. 

Since the monologue was going on and on, I intervened and told, “You get tangled up in all your anger towards 

people around you. It is time to cut it out and move on. If not, you can add his name also in your list of people 

whom you are angry with because they were not meeting your demands.” That was a Bulls Eye Transaction 

which was spontaneous to reach Raju’s all three ego states (Berne, 1961). The word “demand” powerfully 

impacted. He was stupefied and incredulous to observe the same painful pattern was repeated over and over 

while he communicated with people and this fruitless repetition of his demand was the reason for the struggle, 

he was engaging in. He became increasingly involved in counseling discussions post this awareness and 

switched to a new mode of thinking – creative and observant. 

Raju understood that his” demand” of forcing others to provide their time whenever he wanted was the reason 

behind the conflicts and communication break downs. He identified and prioritized the areas where he wanted 

to focus for a change. Managing his aggressive behavior (which his faculty mentor described as communication 

and social skills) and reviving his bond with his mother were his priorities of positive change. It was a wonderful 

new beginning with that clarity and entering an initial valid contract (James & Jongeward, 1971) of spending 

forty minutes per session to process his fears and insecurities while relating with people. 

 As Raju was aware of his demanding nature by now when interacting with others about time, I introduced the 

concept of “time structuring” in Transactional Analysis (Berne, 1966). I explained that time structuring is a 

concept which facilitates how people structure their time psychologically with a pie-chart representation and 

with that concept one can understand and reconstruct a new pie-chart on time structuring as an alternative 

decision to initiate change. Self- analysis of psychological way of time structuring might be helpful for him to 

move forward.  He accepted to make a note of his time structure and draw his pie- chart with whatever he 

understands about that concept. 
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Time structuring as an effective tool – Introducing to Raju 

Whenever people get together in groups, there are six different ways in which they spend their time known as 

Time structuring in Transactional Analysis. The six modes of time structuring are: 

1. Withdrawal – Staying in a group physically but does not communicate/ interact or even moves away 

from group and isolates. 

2. Rituals – Simple stereotypical interactions such as greetings and thanking. 

3. Pastimes – Communicating on familiar and interesting topics for both partie like weather, movies etc. 

4. Activities – Engaging with self and others to achieve a goal with a focus. 

5. Games – Unhealthy repetitive patterns of communication and behavior, which ends with all parties 

feeling bad. 

6. Intimacy – Congruent and open communication expressing appropriate feelings with mutual respect. 

During the session he was enthusiastically listening and at the end he said that he was hopeful to bring it to his 

practice. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Self- analysis and initiating change 

Raju identified his time structuring pattern as follows: 

1. Withdrawal - Staying at hostel room and feeling lonely. 

2. Pastimes - Spending time with his friends at dinners and malls. 

3. Rituals - Routine daily activities. 

4. Activities - Attending classes while struggling to concentrate. 

5. Games - Miscommunications and conflicts with peers, stepdad and teachers which led to his familiar 

feelings of sadness or anger. 

6. Intimacy - Relationship with his mother. 

  

Raju was stroked for his commitment and receptivity. He was partly happy about his efforts and yet confused 

how to proceed. His “Why me?” was replaced with “How am I going to proceed?” which was a significant shift. 

Raju drew his time structuring pie- chart almost every day with titles “Today – Me”, “My demands”, 

“Progressing Me”, “Unhappy Me” etc.  

After few sessions, movement was done to the next level of contract (Woolams & Brown, 1978) which focused 

on his treatment.  Being a counsellor, I intervened with questions and Raju as a client came up with responses 

so that he can move forward, working on goals, employing available resources. This intervention took to Adult 

– Adult transactions (Berne, 1961) and open communications. Raju started to answer the questions instead of 

just sobbing or explaining the past which saved energy and time of both. He was comfortable experiencing 

moments of intimacy with me while processing his “Don’t trust” and “Don’t be important” injunctions 

(Goulding &Goulding, 1979). Communication between us was authentic focusing on his self- growth. He was 

open to speak about his fears and limitations, recalling instances where he was suspicious and feeling rejected 

by his parents and peers. During the process he became aware of his pattern of getting familiar with people and 

then moving away and the psychological games (Berne, 1972) he was indulging in. 

With these updates and self - analysis he drew a pie chart (not to be mathematically interpreted) on his time 

structuring modes with the name-My awareness. [ Figure – 1]. Withdrawal and Games were the major modes 

of time structuring he could identify to make some changes. He was glad that intimacy part is expanding, and 

he can continue to process his vulnerabilities with the counselor. He was attending the classes (just for 

maintaining attendance percentage) and department meetings that he avoided earlier. 
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Figure -1: Time structuring – My Awareness (not to be interpreted mathematically) 

Raju was upset that he was indulging in Games (Steiner, 1974). He was repetitively collecting the familiar 

negative feelings of being angry and sad while indulging in psychological games such as ‘Rapport”, “I am only 

trying to help you”,” If it weren’t you”, “Poor me” with peers, parents and teachers (Berne, 1968). Long hours 

of pastimes mostly end up as Games was a new learning for him during – “My awareness” sessions. 

Raju’s friends used to invite him to participate in academic activities such as preparing for exams, writing 

assignments, and working on projects. Raju avoided the academic activities and participated in pastimes 

indulging in psychological games and later felt angry to maintain his withdrawal mode of time structuring. 

Raju’s role in Drama triangle moving swiftly from Victim to Persecutor and offering help as a Rescuer ending 

up as a Victim was an eye opener for him during counselling sessions (Karpman, 2007). He became aware that 

his childhood trauma, abuse, longing to connect with opposite gender, fear of authority/parental figures were 

the triggers he connects with the present situations to get into the psychological games. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

Raju decided to create another exclusive pie chart – “My decision” [Figure -2] with the fresh plan of progress. 

Starting with a “Why” moving to “how” and deciding on “what” his growth journey was consistent. 
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Figure-2: Time structuring – My Decision (not to be interpreted mathematically) 

 

Raju shared his preferences of using time structuring modes positively with the following decisions: 

1. Withdrawal – I am deciding to use this mode for my creative visualization and meditation to recharge 

myself. (rational adult decision) 

2. Rituals - I can practice this mode to face new environments and connect with people till I am 

comfortable and to enhance my communication skills. 

3. Pastimes – If I spend my time discussing about past incidents and familiar topics there is a risk of 

indulging in psychological games. Hence, I choose to practice this mode with awareness. 

4. Activities - I can plan, delegate and be part of a team to accomplish a goal personally and with a group. 

As a student my academic progress is my primary activity. 

5. Games - I understand that psychological games are played without awareness. I can step out of games 

when I become aware to take care of myself and respecting others. 

6. Intimacy - My trust and belongingness are the factors I need to focus during this mode. I have the choice 

of experiencing intimacy with my mother accepting my responsibility as a son and a student. I 

understand that her availability depends on her other roles in family and office.  

Though Raju decided to make changes in all six modes of time structuring, he was recommended to be flexible 

during initiating the decisions. His response was “Madam! The most important learning I take from counseling 

sessions was to be kind towards myself.” which left me dumbfounded. 

Counsellor’s Views 

Active listening was the skill, I practiced to win his trust. The day when he recalled that he was attending 

counselling sessions so long (more than two months) without any friction with the counsellor was the day he 

started believing self and me. 
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Maintaining a growth journal with facts and details helped Raju to become aware and accept the reality. His 

impulsivity got settled down. 

Identification of an apt concept leads to better interventions and progress. Raju’s pattern of expecting others to 

reciprocate his need immediately surfaced during his process of sharing his childhood incidents and bitter hostel 

/ classroom experiences, prompted me to select the concept - time structuring. 

Freedom of applying the concept with the client’s own pace was the next important aspect. I explained on the 

concept – Time structuring and waited for his understanding and movement. The sessions were lengthy and 

monotonous. He needed that time to process his injunctions. His indulgence in psychological games was the 

core issue and the concept – Drama triangle facilitated his thought process to decide and construct a new time 

structuring pie chart [Figure -2]. 

Waiting till the client is ready to move on was another significant aspect of the counselling process. Raju’s 

physical health progressed when he had adequate sleep and food. His shallow breathing, tight shoulders and 

rigid posture got relaxed. During this phase he was open to receive Adult – Adult transactions and questioning 

mode of facilitation.  

While Raju was actively drawing his pie-charts and processing, Counselling process was observed by myself 

through time structuring framework as well. When Raju first visited the counselling services, he was in 

withdrawal mode where he was stroke deprived. His faculty mentor’s parental concern initiated a ritualistic visit 

to counselling services. His faculty mentor was relieved by this progress and stroked Raju. During initial 

sessions Raju was engaged in pastimes sharing his past childhood experiences without any action plan. The 

counsellor was empathetic and stroked Raju for his trust and commitment.  After a while he got settled and 

directed his energy in an outcome (activity) by prioritizing his present needs as a student and a son. During this 

phase he was confident and faced his challenge of being disqualified for an exam. Raju was replaying his 

childhood strategies of continuous sobbing and anger outbursts while sharing his childhood experiences of 

playing psychological games. There were moments of intimacy when he was responsible and congruent in 

communication to initiate a positive change. 

CONCLUSION 

 After eight months of continuous support Raju gained ground in his change process. His relationship with 

family and friends improved. Self-acceptance, self-love and mutual respect while communicating with others 

were the qualities, he focused to bring the change. He believed time structuring to be an effective tool with 

which he enhanced his communication with self, friends, and family. 
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